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Abstract

Background—Using a bifurcated Y-graft as the Fontan baffle is hypothesized to be a means to streamline and improve flow dynamics through the total cavopulmonary connection (TCPC). This study conducted numerical simulations to evaluate this hypothesis using post-operative data from five patients.

Methods—Patients were imaged with cardiac magnetic resonance or computed tomography after receiving a bifurcated aorto-iliac Y-graft as their Fontan conduit. Numerical simulations were performed using in vivo flow rates, as well as two levels of simulated exercise. Two TCPC models were virtually created for each patient to serve as the basis for hemodynamic comparison. Comparative metrics included connection flow resistance and inferior vena caval flow distribution.

Results—Results demonstrate good hemodynamic outcomes for the Y-graft options. The consistency of inferior vena caval flow distribution was improved over TCPC controls, while the connection resistances were generally no different from the TCPC values, except for one case in which there was a marked improvement under both resting and exercise conditions. Examination of the connection hemodynamics as they relate to surgical Y-graft implementation identified critical strategies and modifications that are needed to potentially realize the theoretical efficiency of such bifurcated connection designs.
Conclusions—Five consecutive patients received a Y-graft connection to complete their Fontan procedure with positive hemodynamic results. Refining the surgical technique for implementation should result in further energetic improvements that may help improve long-term outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION

Surgical palliation (the “Fontan procedure”) is needed to correct the class of congenital heart defects that result in the presence of a single functional ventricle. The predominant repair of these defects is the total cavopulmonary connection (TCPC), in which the superior vena cava (SVC) and inferior vena cava (IVC) are connected to the pulmonary arteries (PA)[1]. While representing an energetic improvement over previous designs, the TCPC creates an adverse hemodynamic environment due to the collision of the caval flows[2–4]. The idea of using a flow bifurcation in the Fontan connection was first proposed by Soerensen et al.[5] (“Optiflo”; U.S. Patent #7811244). The motivating concept was that by dividing and rerouting one or both of the vena caval flows, the inefficient collision and mixing at the PA junction can be avoided.

Subsequent studies have analyzed and sought to optimize the design of the Fontan Y-graft (half of the Optiflo) using virtually rendered models[6, 7]. However, the recent work of Kanter et al.[8] represents the first clinical report of Y-graft usage in a consecutive series of Fontan patients. Post-operative imaging data from these patients provide the unique opportunity to evaluate the hemodynamic outcomes of this series and compare them to what could have been realized with possible surgical alternatives. This objective is achieved in this study by numerically evaluating the connections under resting and simulated exercise flow conditions, and comparing these performance characteristics to extracardiac TCPC models virtually created for the same patients.

METHODS

This analysis of clinically collected patient imaging and/or catheterization data was approved by the institutional review boards of Emory University and Georgia Tech in conjunction with an established data sharing agreement between the institutions. Informed consent for the use of image data for research purposes was obtained in each case.

Patients and Data Acquisition

Five consecutive patients at Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta received a commercially available bifurcated aorto-iliac polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) graft (Gore-Tex; Flagstaff, AZ) as their Fontan baffle. For the purposes of this study, such connections will be referred to as YCPCs. Patient characteristics are provided in Table 1. Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance (CMR) images were acquired for three patients prior to hospital discharge to assess Fontan anatomy and through-plane velocities for selected slices in the IVC, SVC, LPA, RPA and aorta (via phase contrast). In two cases (1,5), computed tomography (CT) was instead acquired to provide anatomic information. Pre-operative phase contrast CMR data were available for patient 5 to provide flow information, while cardiac catheterization was used to dictate vessel flow rates for patient 1 (see footnote in Table 2). Patient anatomies and (CMR) velocities were reconstructed based on previously published methods[9, 10]. The resulting flow conditions imposed in the numerical simulations are summarized in Table 2.
To provide a basis for hemodynamic comparison to these YCPCs, two virtual extracardiac TCPC models were made for each patient representing the alternative connections they may have received instead of a Y-graft[11]. The two designs varied slightly in caval offset, and are thus designated as the ‘t-junction’ and ‘offset’ models. Baffle diameters matched the diameter at the base of the Y-graft. Figure 1 shows the anatomical comparison of all connections.

**Computational Fluid Dynamics Analysis**

A fully validated, in-house computational solver (based on the sharp-interface immersed boundary method with a fractional step implementation [12, 13]) was used for all hemodynamic analyses. Cartesian grid spacing was set at 2% of IVC diameter, which is sufficient for mesh independent results[13]. The governing equations were solved in their complete unsteady formulation. Time-varying flow conditions (measured from CMR) were imposed in three of the patients (2–4) for whom such data were available, while time-averaged conditions were used for the remaining two patients. In addition to baseline (resting) flows, simulated exercise conditions were also investigated. Exercise limitations are a known chronic issue with Fontan patients[14, 15] and previous studies have shown that the non-linear increases in TCPC power loss with increased flow rates may be an important contributor[16, 17]. Further, since small inefficiencies under resting conditions may be amplified and exacerbated with higher flows, these simulations are a means to assess the hemodynamic characteristics and robustness for a given connection geometry. Per standard practice, simulated exercise conditions of two and three times baseline (`2×' and `3×') were numerically imposed by respectively doubling and tripling the measured cardiac output and imposing that difference as additional (time-averaged) IVC flow (approximating lower limb exercise)[7, 16]. The pulmonary flow splits were maintained constant across these varied conditions as suggested by previous studies[18].

The primary basis for comparison was the hemodynamic resistance (R) across the connection:

\[ R = \frac{\Delta P_{Y CPC}}{Q_{VC} / BSA} \]

where \( \Delta P \) is pressure drop, \( Q_{VC} \) is the sum of caval inflows, and BSA is the body surface area[17]. Additionally, the IVC flow distribution to the PAs, believed to be an important consideration to avoid pulmonary arteriovenous malformations (PAVM)[19], was quantified[20]. These values are reported as “hepatic flow distribution” (HFD). Further, to facilitate qualitative hemodynamic comparisons, the magnitude of viscous dissipation (i.e., \( \mu |\nabla^2 V| \): is viscosity, \( V \) is velocity) and 3D vortex core visualization (via iso-surfaces of the second invariant of the deformation matrix, \( Q \))[21] were also used, where appropriate.

**RESULTS**

The resistance and HFD results are detailed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively, and summarized in Figure 2. For resistance, the YCPC group had the lowest average value. However, this trend was skewed by a single case (pt. 1) for whom there was a significant improvement in efficiency with the YCPC. For the remaining patients, there were only minor differences. The non-linear response to simulated exercise was consistent among the connections (Figure 2A).

With respect to HFD under baseline conditions, the Y-grafts had the smallest range and standard deviation among all patients (Figure 2B). By comparison, the TCPC offset models had a range of almost 100%, denoting significant patient-to-patient variation. Additionally, while there is no accepted ‘optimal’ value for HFD, the mean YCPC value (rest conditions) was closest to 50%, denoting desirable left/right balance.
Detailed Hemodynamic Analyses

As seen in Table 3 and Fig. 2A, the resistance values varied considerably among patients. Thus, rather than focusing on the absolute magnitude of power loss, we seek to identify the factor(s) that mediated energy dissipation differences for a given patient across connection types, to then identify possible means for improvement. Two trends were discernable: dissipation through local vessel constrictions (Figure 3), and dissipation resulting from complex mixing and recirculation (Figure 5).

Figure 3 shows the resting (top) and 3x (middle) velocity streamlines, as well as resting viscous dissipation contours (bottom) for the YCPC and one TCPC option for Patients 1, 2, and 5. For Patient 1, there was a section of the LPA that was mildly stenotic, which resulted in significant convective acceleration and dissipation of LPA flow for both connections, even under resting conditions. However, the position of the left branch of the Y-graft helped to augment the size of the vessel, bypass the throat of the constriction, and reduce flow separation in the distal LPA (particularly with exercise), as compared to the t-junction results. These characteristics resulted in a significant reduction of the viscous losses (bottom row).

For patient 2 (Figure 3B), an acute stenosis in the LPA was again observed, except in this case it was distal to the Y-graft anastomosis. As a result, this patient consistently had among the highest resistance values in the study, irrespective of IVC baffle design (Figure 3, bottom row).

Patient 5 was unique in this series based on the presence of bilateral SVCs, and the use of numerical modeling to pre-operatively plan the procedure [22] and suggest surgical revision to a Y-graft. As seen in Figure 4a, the previous TCPC exhibited severely unbalanced HFD (blue) to the PAs (and thus right lung PAVMs developed) because of the unequal distribution of RSVC/LSVC flows (55% Qs vs. 21% Qs, respectively). In contrast, Figure 4b shows that the Y-graft delivers IVC flow to both PAs. With respect to energy efficiency, however, the extended length of the Y-graft conduit (Figure 1) caused significant acceleration and flow separation through the branches (Figure 3C) that increased energy losses.

For the remaining two patients (3- top; 4- bottom), Figure 5 shows velocity streamlines (a) and coherent vortex cores (b; to facilitate appreciation of the complex flow recirculation). In these patients, both branches of the Y-graft were connected nearly perpendicularly to the PAs, resulting in significant flow recirculation at the anastomoses (arrow, Figure 5a). The vortex cores (fig. 5b) provide improved visualization of these rotational flow structures and show their expansive size. Rather than being local, contained phenomena, these vortices bilaterally originated in the high shear wake region distal to the IVC bifurcation and extended downstream into the PAs. As a result, figure 5c shows that local regions of relatively high energy dissipation (from the color contours) were created at multiple downstream locations adjacent to these cores because of the complex fluid motion.

DISCUSSION

This study, in conjunction with the clinical report of Kanter, et al.[8], clearly demonstrates that the surgical implementation of the Fontan Y-graft is feasible. The additional contribution of this work is the identification and elucidation of the hemodynamic implications associated with the characteristics of the surgical design. In other words, the use of a Y-graft does not necessarily imply that it is as optimally efficient as in idealized studies[5, 7]. The following sections will analyze the numerically-derived 3D velocity fields in the context of the causative geometric design characteristics.
Hemodynamic Efficiency

The theoretical benefits of flow bifurcation in the cavopulmonary pathway originated with the experimental and numerical work of Soerensen et al. [5], in which the multiple bifurcations of the Optiflo were shown to outperform an idealized TCPC model. Rather than requiring a collision and 90° redirection of caval flows, the Optiflo efficiently redirected flow, ensuring a smooth and streamlined transition to the PAs. Marsden et al. followed with a numerical investigation in patient-specific models, focusing only on the bifurcation of the IVC [7], demonstrating again the potential for energetic improvements.

These hypothetical gains were not realized in the present in vivo implementations. In four of the five cases, Y-graft resistance was approximately equal to the resistances of the virtual TCPC controls. Clearly, since this is the first attempt at systematic, Y-graft use for the Fontan procedure, a learning curve to optimize the surgical implementation should be anticipated. In that regard, it is promising that there is no evidence in this series of diminished early outcome. These results suggest that the YCPC may be 'forgiving' enough to still be energetically equivalent to the TCPC when the design is theoretically sub-optimal. Yet, there is also clear evidence from at least one case, that the energetics can be better than the TCPC.

In that case (patient 1), the decreased resistance is attributable to the fact that the Y-graft position augmented and bypassed an acute stenosis in the LPA that was otherwise a significant resistive element. Given the recent report showing the prevalence of sub-aortic PA stenosis [23] in single ventricle patients (particularly those with hypoplastic left heart syndrome), this potential strength of the Y-graft is something to consider for targeted use. However, this specific application does not tap into the fundamental characteristics of the Y-graft that make it efficient.

One possible reason for the efficiency differences is the size selected for the Y-graft branches. Larger branches allow for lower fluid velocities and shear stresses [7]; however, they also impose increased spatial constraints, and are not available “off the shelf,” as the current grafts are. Without a pre-fabricated graft, the bifurcation must be constructed ad hoc, which creates an additional set of design variables and possible failure modes (e.g., thrombosis formation along additional suture lines). As such, a more pragmatic question to ask is, can the efficiency results be improved with the existing graft design to remove the need for pursuing size and construction alternatives?

A recent study by Yang et al. sought to parametrically optimize the Y-graft design (e.g., branch placement, angle, size, etc.) [6]. While, in theory, such an analysis would be helpful in directing surgical decision-making, insufficient mathematical constraint of the design variables limits the ability to translate those results into quantitative guidelines for surgical implementation. However, the demonstrated importance of tangential alignment of the bifurcation branches with the PA axis is a relevant message that was implicit in the original Optiflo design concept and provides an interesting perspective for the present results.

In this light, there were two primary shortcomings in these patient connections that limited hemodynamic efficiency and should be surgically addressed in future cases. The first was the near perpendicular angle of approach in most of the connections. This perpendicular connection creates a scenario in which the IVC flow enters the PA, impinges on the opposite (e.g., superior) vessel wall, and must undergo significant secondary recirculation to align with the PA axis of flow. As shown in Figure 5, this recirculation may create dissipative secondary flow structures that can extend to significant lengths downstream and decrease overall connection efficiency. Introducing an anterior curvature to the baffle may facilitate...
better angulation than a straight t-junction approach would allow. Beveling the distal ends of the graft is also suggested to achieve the efficiency benefits of a flared connection [24].

The second shortcoming was the close proximity or even medial (to the SVC) placement of the Y-graft branches, which allows for continued interaction and mixing between the caval flows. In the extreme case where one branch was positioned exactly opposite the SVC (as in patients 1 (fig 3A) and 4 (fig 5, bottom)), there is direct caval flow competition and the associated energy dissipation that a bifurcated design was intended to avoid. Placing the right branch distal to the right pulmonary upper lobe and the left branch immediately posterior to the ascending aorta provides the best means to avoid that scenario. Furthermore, positioning of the SVC at the Glenn stage could be adjusted in future Y-graft candidates to provide additional lateral space for the branches.

Importantly, these design factors are independent of graft size and, in fact, smaller branches would facilitate placement according to these guidelines. This provides additional support for the present choice in Y-graft design, and indicates that future studies should pursue these design optimization modifications before ultimately answering the Y-graft sizing question.

With regard to the originally posed hypothesis, this work shows that the Fontan Y-graft can be effectively used in certain scenarios. Yet, this fact neither proves nor disproves the hypothesis with respect to energy efficiency because the question remains: can the suggested modifications ensure that the ‘optimal’ Fontan Y-graft is consistently realized under anatomic size constraints? The answer is likely to be patient-specific in that the position and size of the PA, pulmonary veins, SVC, and aorta are sure to be the critical determinants of whether or not the desired shape and position of the Y-graft is achievable. Herein lies a potential application for patient-specific simulation-based surgical planning techniques for Fontan surgery[22, 25], which could be used to both select candidates for favorable YCPC implementation and visually provide the target landmarks for branch placement.

**Caval Flow Distribution**

Balanced HFD is an important consideration to prevent the formation of PAVM[19]. There is a lack of evidence to indicate the minimum thresholds to prevent PAVM formation; however, a split at or around 50/50 is a desirable target. In considering the HFD values of the various connections evaluated in this series, there was no clinical significance in the mean differences (YCPC vs. t-junction vs. Offset), as 40% vs. 50% HFD would not impact the patient outcomes. However, the smaller variance across the YCPC results is noteworthy because it demonstrates improved consistency and stability of that design. By comparison, there were three instances with TCPCs that exhibited severely unbalanced HFD. So while, on average, the Y-graft may not significantly improve IVC flow distributions, these data suggest it could reduce the occurrence of outliers with poor streaming performance. Such outliers are far more prevalent in specific groups, such as cases of interrupted IVC[26], suggesting that these are additional patients who may benefit from targeted Y-graft use over extracardiac baffles [22, 25].

**LIMITATIONS**

The primary limitations of this study are the assumption of rigid walls, and the use of time-averaged boundary conditions for many of the simulations. Although such assumptions have a slight effect on the quantitative output of the simulations, they would have affected the various geometries similarly and are therefore unlikely to alter the comparative conclusions drawn. In addition, there is obviously a lack of long term clinical follow-up for this patient series to determine the implications of the simulated hemodynamics, yet the results are sufficiently encouraging to motivate such long-term follow-up. This is the first
hemodynamic evaluation of the \textit{in vivo} Fontan Y-graft and therefore, despite these limitations, there is still significant clinical value to be gained from the results presented.

\section*{CONCLUSIONS}

In summary, the detailed hemodynamics of the Fontan Y-graft in an \textit{in vivo} setting have been investigated for the first time under a variety of relevant flow conditions and with direct comparison to patient-specific TCPC controls. Desirable IVC-PA flow distribution characteristics were found; however, the flow efficiency performance fell short of the outcomes predicted by previous models. A beneficial comparison was found when the Y-graft was able to offset the effects of acute PA stenosis, making such situations a potential for targeted usage. Further, detailed analysis of the surgical Y-graft implementation with respect to the resulting flow fields was used to identify strategies for improving performance on a broader scale. Future studies will model these hypothesized improvements and characterize the performance gains to assess surgical feasibility of the `optimal' Y-graft design.
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Figure 1.
Patient YCPCs (top row; with photo of bifurcated PTFE graft) and virtually modeled t-junction (middle row) and offset (bottom row) TCPC controls for all 5 patients.
Figure 2.
Mean, maximum, and minimum values of connection resistance (A) and flow distribution (B) for each connection (YCPC, TCPC, Offset) and flow condition (1×, 2×, 3×) investigated.
Figure 3.
Comparison of YCPC and TCPC hemodynamics for patients 1 (A), 2 (B; representative image), and 5 (C). The resting velocity streamlines (top row), 3× velocity streamlines (middle row), and viscous dissipation contours (bottom row) are shown in each case.
Figure 4.
Streamlines color coded by vessel of origin (red-SVC, blue- IVC) for a) the Patient 5 offset TCPC (i.e., the failed connection prior to surgical revision) and b) the post-revision YCPC.
Figure 5.
Velocity streamlines (a,d), vortex core isosurfaces (Q=800 (top), 13000 (bottom)) (b,e), and viscous dissipation contours localized to the vortex isosurfaces (c,f) for Patients 3 (top, rest) and 4 (bottom, 3x).
### Table 1

Patient Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Age (yrs)</th>
<th>BSA (m²)</th>
<th>Y-graft Size (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 1</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>20×10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>18×9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>20×10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>20×10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 5</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>20×10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2

Relevant Post-operative Vessel Flow Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>CI (L/min/m²)</th>
<th>ReIVC</th>
<th>IVC</th>
<th>SVC (/LSVC)</th>
<th>LPA</th>
<th>RPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 1 *</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>564.0</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>110.4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>178.5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>118.2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>136.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>55/21</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CI – Cardiac Index; ReIVC – Reynolds number at IVC inlet (resting conditions)

*Flow data taken from cardiac catheterization (CMR-measured flows used for all others); pulmonary flow taken as Q_{SVC}, difference between pulmonary, systemic flows taken as Q_{IVC}. PA split set as ratio of outlet cross-sectional areas.
Table 3

Connection Resistance Summary [mmHg*min/L] at Rest and Exercise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Rest</th>
<th>2x</th>
<th>3x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YCPC</td>
<td>Offset</td>
<td>YCPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 1</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 3</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 5</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4
HFD Results [%LPA]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Rest</th>
<th>2x</th>
<th>3x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YCPC</td>
<td>t-junction</td>
<td>Offset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 3</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 4</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. 5</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>